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 Background: The cloud computing paradigm is attracting a huge number of composite 

applications to run in remote data centers. Many complex applications require parallel 
processing capabilities. Degradation of resource utilization is often seen when 

parallelism grows for certain parallel application, mainly because of the communication 

and synchronization among parallel processes. It is important for a data center to 
achieve certain level of utilization of its nodes while maintaining the level of 

responsiveness of parallel jobs.Objective:Existing parallel scheduling mechanisms 

usually takes responsiveness as the top priority and need nontrivial effort to make them 
work for data centers in the cloud era. we propose an agent-based method to handle 

parallel workloads in the cloud. We grasp virtualization technologies to partition the 

computing capacity of each node into n-tiers. We provide agent behavior algorithms for 
parallel jobs to make efficient use oftiers of VM to improve the responsiveness of these 

jobs.Result:Our proposed algorithm has better node utilization than another algorithm. 

we obtained an increase of 8% in node utilization when compared with another existing 
algorithm.Conclusion:Our method partitions the node’s computing capacity into n-

tiers. The algorithms that we proposed, modified backfilling and agent handling 

techniques, uses the virtual machines effectively with a result of increase of 8% when 
compared. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The cloud computing paradigm promises a cost-effective solution for running business applications via 

virtualization technologies, highly scalable distributed computing, and data management techniques as well as a 

pay-as-you-go pricing model. high-performance computing capacity for applications to solve complex problems 

has been offered in recent years (High Performance Computing (HPC) on AWS, 2013). Improving resource 

utilization is essential for achieving cost effectiveness. Low utilization has long been an issue in data centers. 

Servers in a typical data center are operated at 10 to 50 percent of their maximum utilization level (Barroso, L. 

and U. Holzle, 2007). 10 to 20 percent utilization is common in data centers (Hamilton, J., 2010). For a data 

center, or a subset of servers in a data center that mainly handles applications with high-performance computing 

needs and runs parallel jobs most of the time, the problem can be significant. There are two main reasons that 

can degrade the utilization of nodes that run parallel jobs: 

 A parallel job usually requires a certain number of nodes to execute. A set of nodes is likely to be 

broken by parallel jobs with different node number requirement. The nodes remain idle if it satisfy the 

requirement of the arriving job (Feitelson, D. 1994; Feitelson, D. and B. Nitzberg, 1995; Jones, J. and B. 

Nitzberg, 1999). 

http://www.ajbasweb.com/
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 Typical parallel programming models, such as BSP (Valiant, L.G., 1990) often involve computing, 

communication, and synchronization phase. A process in a parallel job may frequently wait for the data from 

other processes. 

First come first serve (Schwiegelshohn, U. and R. Yahyapour, 1998) is the most basic and popular scheduler 

algorithm. In this the job specifies the number of nodes required for process and the scheduler processes the job in 

the order of their arrival. When there is sufficient number of nodes the scheduler dispatches the head of the queue. 

unless sufficient nodes are not available, the jobs in the queue are not dispatched. Once the process is complete 

the next job is processed. In order to enhance the technique backfilling and gang scheduling algorithm were used. 

But they cannot deal with node utilization at the time of parallelism. 

Even though the above-mentioned techniques are efficient, it contains certain drawbacks. Hence certain 

optimization is needed in order to support the present scenario in the cloud domain. In this paper certain 

algorithms are proposed to increase the efficiency in parallelism and scheduling.  

 

Related Work: 

There have been many efforts on enhancing the scheduling mechanisms for parallel jobs in clusters (Etsion, 

Y. and D. Tsafrir, 2013). FCFS is the basic but popularly used algorithm (Schwiegelshohn, U. and R. 

Yahyapour, 1998). Backfilling (Lifka, D., 1995), which was developed as the EASY for IBM SP1, is a 

technique that allows short/small jobs to use idle nodes while the job at the head of the queue does not have 

enough number of nodes to execute. Node utilization can be improved using backfilling algorithm, but it 

requires the job to show its maximum execution time so that the job with higher execution time can be 

backfilled. Different methods of assigning reservations differentiate several variances of backfilling technique. 

Backfilling techniques (Lifka, D., 1995; Mu’alem, A. and D. Feitelson, 2013; Jackson, D.,et al., 2001) address 

the low-utilization problem caused by different node number requirements of parallel jobs. Due to the presence 

of parallel jobs, backfilling cannot deal with node utilization. 

 

Proposed Model: 

In the existing paper, parallel workloads are consolidated with two tiers of VM partition. In this paper we 

partition the available resource into n tiers of VM. The purpose of partitioning into n tiers is to provide ample 

amount of resources to the jobs and exhibit better parallel processing. 

In order to handle the tiers agent technology is used. A modified backfilling algorithm is also proposed to 

enhance the node utilization. 

In our proposed model, two agents (master agent and slave agent) with different behaviors are proposed. 

The master agent is responsible for handling the ready queue as well as distributing the jobs to suitable VM. In 

other hand the slave agent exhibits two properties. Sending the number of available nodes present in each VM 

and receiving the job from the master and placing it in the suitable nodes. 

Since there are n tiers creating n slave agent for each VM is difficult. Hence, we use virtual agent 

replication technique to replicate the slave agent and allocating it to each VM. The below given diagram an 

example of virtual agent replication (GiovanniCaire (TelecomItaliaS.p.A.) 2013). 

 
 

Fig. 1:Virtual Agent Replication 

 

Modified backfilling: 

The traditional Backfill algorithm (Lin, Y., 1992; Juhasz, Z.,et al., 2003; Fujimoto, R., 1999; Malik, A.,et 

al., 2009; Fujimoto, R.,et al., 2010), works in a different manner. the first coming job is received and proceeds 

by collecting next job which is having least time and so on. It uses the pipelining execution form so that the 

file:///G:\arvind\TelecomItaliaS.p.A
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multiple jobs may be executed at the same time. Starvation of larger job is the main disadvantage of the 

backfilling algorithmdue to waiting for a long time. Sometimes the execution of these bigger jobs is needed at a 

high priority, but this Backfill algorithm doesn’t give any provision to do it. Hence certain modification has to 

be made in order to improvise it. 

 

Algorithm 1- modified backfilling 

Function name – backf() 

 

Step1      : get the job from the queue 

Step2      : while job != null do 

Step3      : if number of nodes required by job < =         

                  number of idle nodes then     

Step3.1   : remove the job from queue and dispatch it  

                      Any idle nodes 

Step3.2   : if job is not at the head of the queue then 

Step3.2.1: insert into queue  

Step4      : else, if number of nodes required < = sum of  

                  number of nodes running jobs arriving later  

                  and number of idle nodes then 

Step4.1   : suspend jobs in queue that arrive later and  

move them back to queue according to     

descending order of their arrival time until the  

number of idle node is greater than number  

of nodes  required 

Step4.2  : remove job from queue and dispatch it to the  

idle nodes 

Step5     : get the next job from queue 

 

 

Agent Technology: 

Agents can be defined as an autonomous, computational entities that solves problem and are capable of 

effective operation in dynamic and open environments. Agents are often deployed in environments where they 

communicate and maybe cooperate, with other agents that have possibly conflicting aims. Such environments 

are known as multi-agent systems. Agents can be differentiated from objects in that they are autonomous entities 

capable of exercising choice over their actions and interactions. Agents cannot be directly invoked like objects. 

They may be constructed using object technology. These notions find application in relation to several distinct 

aspects, considered in turn below. 

In this paper JADE (java agent development framework) is used. The purpose of using this software 

framework is, it runs on any platform and contains all the packages that are required in creating an agent. 

 

A. Java agent development framework: 

JADE (Java Agent Development Framework) is a softwareFramework fully implemented in the Java 

language. It simplifies the implementation of multi-agent systems through a middle-ware and through a set 

of graphical tools that support the debugging and deployment phases. A JADE-based system can be distributed 

across machines remote GUI is used to control the configuration. The specification can be changed at run-time 

by moving agents from one machine to another whenever required. In order to run JADE the minimal system 

requirement is the version 5 of JAVA (the run time environment or the JDK). 

JADE is a middleware that simplifies the development of applications. Several companies are already using 

it for very different application sectors including supply chain management, holonic manufacturing, rescue 

management, fleet management, auctions, tourism, etc. 

 

Agent communication in jade: 

One of the most important features that JADE agents provide is the ability to communicate. The 

communication system adopted is the asynchronous message passing. Each agent has a kind of mailbox (the 

agent message queue) where the JADE runtime posts messages sent by other agents. whenever a message is 

posted in the message queue the receiving agent is notified. When the agent actually picks up the message from 

the message queue to process it is completely up to the programmer however. 

. 

http://jade.tilab.com/images/JADEscreenshot.jpg
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Fig. 2:Agent Communication 

 

A. ACL language: 

Messages exchanged by JADE agents have a format specified by the ACL language defined by the FIPA 

international standard for agent interoperability. This format comprises a number of fields and in particular: 

 The sender 

 The receiver 

 Content  

 Content language 

 Ontology  

 

B. Sending and receiving messages: 

Sending a message to another agent is as easy calling the send () method of the Agent class after filling the 

fields of an ACLMessage object and then. 

 

 

ACLMessagemsg = new ACLMessage(ACLMessage.INFORM);  

msg.addReceiver(new AID(―master‖, AID.ISLOCALNAME));  

msg.setLanguage(―English‖);  

msg.setOntology(―idle-nodes-ontology‖);  

msg.setContent(report);/*report contains the number of idle nodes */ 

send(msg); 

 

 

the messages are posted automatically in the receiver’s private message queue as soon as they arrive. An 

agent can pick up messages from its message queue by means of the receive () method.  The first message is 

returned by thismethod in the message queue (removing it) or null if the message queue is empty and 

immediately returns.  

 

 

ACLMessagemsg = receive ();  

if (msg != null) {  

// Process the message  

} 

 

 

I. Agent definitions: 

Here two kinds of agent are defined, Master agent and slave agent.  

 Master agent  

 Slave agent 

 

A. Master agent: 

The master agent has two roles. It collects the job from the queue and distributes it to suitable VM. The 

second role of the master agent is that it communicates with the slave agents and collects the information about 

the available idle nodes. Based on that information the jobs are distributed to slave nodes and allocates it the 

suitable nodes. 
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Algorithm 2- Master agent  

Function name- master() 

 

Step1: get the job from the ready queue 

Step2: communicate with the slave agent using the receive ()      

            and get the number of idle nodes 

Step3: send job to slave agent 

Step4: if number of nodes required by job< = number of  

            Idle nodes then 

Step4.1: call backf() 

 

 

Slave agent: 

The slave agent is responsible for allocating jobs into the idle nodes present in the VM. The slave agent scans 

the VM and stores the number of idle nodes in the variable report. The stored value is sent by the slave agent to 

the master agent. Based on the value of idle nodes the jobs are sent to the slave agent from the master agent and 

are allocated into the suitable nodes. 

 

Algorithm3- slave agent 

Function name- slave () 

 

Step1      : get the job from master agent 

Step2      :jobs are placed in the idle nodes 

Step3      :if number of nodes required by job< = number of  

                  Idle nodes then 

Step3.1   :call backf() 

Step4      :report ==0 

Step5      :for(i=0;i< =nodes;i++) then 

Step5.1   : if idle node != null then 

Step5.1.1: report++ 

Step6: call send() and send report to master agent 

 

B. Replicated virtual agents: 

The master agent is responsible for handling the ready queue whereas the slave agent is responsible in 

handling the nodes present in the virtual machine. In our proposed paper the resource is partitioned into n tier of 

virtual machines. Hence it is difficult to create separate slave agent for every partitioned VM. Hence a single 

slave agent is created with specified behavior and that agent is replicated into many virtual agents [13] which 

posses the same behavior of the actual slave agent. 

The purpose of using replicated agent is that it reduces the complexity of the program as well as it less 

memory is required. 

 

Algorithm 4- agent replication 

Step1   :make the slave agent to become the master replica of  

               a newly defined replicated agent 

step2    :Register to the DF 

step3    : use the virtual agent AID (not the concrete agent  

               AID) 

Step3.1: request from remote agent will automatically spread  

               Across all replicas to achieve load balancing and  

               Fault tolerance 

Step4   : Register required ontologies and language codecs 

Step5   : Add the behaviour serving requests to read our 

               current value 

step6    : Show the GUI that allows the user to set the value  

               and to create other replicas 

step7    : Close the GUI (if present) when the agent terminates 

 

Experimental Result: 

FIG. 2 shows the result of our proposed algorithm. In order to compare its efficiency, we compared our 

algorithm with FCFS  
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algorithm, backfilling and the existing consolidation algorithms CMBF and AMBF[20]. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2:Node Utilization 

 

As we can observe that our proposed algorithm has better node utilization than other algorithm. we obtained 

an increase of 8% in node utilization.In the result described above, our algorithm shows better performance than 

other algorithm especially in terms of node utilization. 

 

Conclusion: 

As an increasing number of complex applications anchorage, the computing power of the cloud for parallel 

computing, managing the computer resources efficiently becomes more important for these application. Due to 

the difficulty in realizing parallelism, a decrease in resource utilization along with an increase in parallelism is 

seen in many applications. 

Parallelism supported by virtualization technologies is commonly used for improving utilization in data 

centers. In this paper we gave an agent-based parallelism handling method to schedule parallel jobs in data 

centers to make use of unutilized node computing capacity to improve responsiveness. Our method partitions 

the node’s computing capacity into n-tiers. The algorithms we proposed gave modified backfilling and agent 

handling techniques to make effective use of all VMs. 

 

Future Works: 

In this paper we can see that there is an increase in efficiency when compared with other algorithms. In spite 

of that there are certain drawbacks in the proposed algorithm. When a very large amount of data is given as input 

the latency of the algorithm increased. In order to manage those data, the same technique can be implemented 

using hadoop. In precise, this algorithm can be implemented using the concept of big data.  
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